Patents as Monopolies
In the United States, the patent statute gives the owner of the patent certain rights. Among these is the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the invention during the term of the patent. Those who do any of these things without permission of the owner of the patent rights are either direct or indirect infringers, depending on what they did. To this extent, the patent owner does have a type of monopoly.
The irritation felt by some stems from the fact that, in this country, there is a strong public policy against monopolies and monopolistic practices. This public policy resulted in the Sherman Act, which makes such practices illegal.
The difficulty is that "monopoly" is used in different senses in patent law and in antitrust law; hence, its ambiguity. Because of its antitrust connotation, the word "monopoly" evokes negative reactions that are "inappropriate to a discussion of patent law" (2) . 
